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PUBLIC ART COMMISSION - ARTIST BRIEF
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Introduction
Opera Square is a landmark re-imagining of a city quarter that honours and re-ignites the age-old
entrepreneurial spirit of Limerick. It features a series of diverse but interconnected buildings around a central
plaza, discoverable by laneways from the surrounding waterfront, city high street and nearby market district.
It is a weave of meticulously restored Georgian heritage and dynamic contemporary architecture that forever
changes the ancient city’s skyline.
Limerick has always been about forward movement, of tides and ships, of new peoples, trade and ideas.
Opera Square embodies this vibrant heritage. It is designed for flow, connecting neighbourhoods and
drawing footfall in and onwards. It is a magnetic new centre for the city, for the ebb and flow of day and
night, work and culture, community and enterprise.
The public art commission will be intrinsic to creating an identity and sense of place for the Central Plaza. The
selected artwork will be a contemporary, ambitious and visually strong artwork that complements the
cultural and environmental values of Opera Square.
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Limerick Twenty Thirty
Limerick Twenty Thirty (LTT) is a dynamic property development company which is developing key strategic
sites in Limerick that will act as anchors for enterprise and development for the Mid-West region. One of the
key strategic sites in the LTT portfolio is the large scale, city centre Opera Square development.
Limerick Twenty Thirty was established by Limerick City and County Council (LCCC) in 2016. It is a 100%
special purpose vehicle of LCCC.

The Opera Square Development
The 3.7acre Opera Square project will be a landmark commercial development in a regional and national
context and one that will reflect Limerick’s status as a leading city in sustainability and innovation. The 1.62
hectare project is made possible with €170m funding from the European Investment Bank and the Council of
Europe Development Bank loans.
A transformational project for Limerick, the fully developed site will be capable of employing up to 3,000
people across a 450,000 sq ft campus accommodation. Sustainability will be at the heart of Opera Square’s
design and build, with the project developed to international best practice ‘Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED) Platinum’ and ‘nZEB’ standards.
A day-time employment hub, it will transform into a bustling night-time destination complete with
restaurants, bars and open entertainment spaces. The design will also be entirely complementary to and
protect existing important Georgian architecture. Opera Square will not just be a modern cutting-edge
development for leading national and international companies and organisations, it will be transformational
for Limerick city, deliver significant employment opportunities and act as a catalyst for other major city centre
investment to follow.
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Central Plaza & Bank Place
The two key areas of Central Plaza and Bank Place will create the first public realm space of its kind in
Limerick City. There are linking spaces; the granary courtyard is en route from Bank Place to the Central Plaza,
and the perimeter streets connect to access to the square from Rutland Street, Ellen Street and at two points
on Michael Street.
The architecture and landscape design intends to generate an innate sense of place and wayfinding. It will be
an active and open public realm space for the wider Limerick community and those accessing Opera Square
facilities including the Limerick City Library, restaurants, retail and business units. Bank Place and the Central
Plaza will also function as a central route for pedestrian access within the wider city infrastructure.
The large and varied areas of space for gathering, and areas of seating in different formations, are designed
to encourage social interaction. The Central Plaza will occasionally be used for public markets and cultural
events.
An iconic, defining feature of the the Central Plaza is the Mirror Pool. The Mirror Pool consists of a large
shallow pool of water that creates a highly reflective surface. The Mirror Pool will also have fountains and
specially designed lighting. At times, the reflections of the Mirror Pool can create visually striking vistas
(during quiet periods, nighttime views reflecting light etc), or be less reflective with fountain jets splashing in
it. The Mirror Pool water infrastructure will be managed for various events – so the pool will not be present
during markets that will use the dry paved area.
The landscape design of the Central Plaza has included different habitats to encourage biodiversity. These
include native and polli-nator friendly planting, nesting boxes, and raingardens, and greening of walls. It aims
to connect and enhance the biodiversity of the city, including the Abbey and Shannon Rivers, older
buildings, and open spaces.

One Opera Square
One Opera Square is one of the larger buildings of the wider Opera Square scheme and the main entrance is
via the Central Plaza. One Opera Square will be a Nearly Zero Energy Building (nZEB) office over five
flexible-use floors located at the corner of Michael Street and Ellen Street, just off Limerick city centre. It
provides 12,111m2 of Grade A office space, excluding basement and non-office space at ground level.
In addition to its nZEB status, the office building core and shell will be LEED registered and target LEED
Platinum certification. LEED is a voluntary rating system developed in the US to certify sustainable buildings
and neighbourhoods. One Opera Square is designed to achieve a WiredScore Platinum rating, the highest
rating achievable. A Wirescore accredited design ensures that the building includes digital infrastructure that
not only satisfies the technological requirements of the tenants today but also is future proofed to ensure
that it can accommodate evolving technologies.
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Budget
The budget for this commission is €100,000.
The successful artist will be responsible for the design and creation of the artwork including final installation
within the budget. The budget is to include all costs, artist fees, expenses, materials, insurance, fabrication,
engineer’s reports, any relevant consultations and installation fees.
The budget for this commission excludes VAT.

Concept & Materials
There is no set theme or concept, artists are asked to consider the values of the Opera Project and the mixed
cultural, social and commercial uses of key areas like Central Plaza. The commissioners are open to the artists
taking their own preferred direction and having creative freedom in their design.
The artwork is intended to be permanent and of high quality. The brief does not specify the materials to be
used however due consideration must be given to selecting materials that will be durable and easily
maintained over time. Aesthetically the design and materials should complement the unique design
elements of the architecture, landscape design, lighting design, Mirror Pool and open public spaces. The
materials used should take into consideration the environmental demands of the site and occasional extreme
weather conditions, including high winds.
The commissioners are open to contemporary works that may use digital media, light, sound or non
traditional materials or forms. Any proposals incorporating electronic or digital elements should consider the
long term maintenance and durability of such materials on site.

Artwork Location
The artist may suggest a single location for an artwork or multiple locations for a series of interventions.
The commissioners have suggested the Central Plaza area as the primary location. Supplimentary locations
could include Bank Place.
Any proposal for the middle of the Central Plaza should carefully consider if the artwork will impact on the
occasional use of the Central Plaza for markets and events, for example by significantly restricting access or
vantage points.
Artists can propose alternative locations for the artwork within the Opera Square development and should
provide a rationale for their suggested location in their project description. The final location for the artwork
or artworks will be agreed in consultation with the Project Design team and the selected artist.
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Application Process
This is a two-stage commission process. Stage 1 is open to artists at all stages of career based in Ireland and
internationally. The selection panel will shortlist up to 5 artists who will be invited to further develop their
proposals at Stage 2. Artists invited to Stage 2 will be paid a proposal development fee of €700.

Stage 1 Applications
Stage 1 is an initial expression of interest process and applications for Stage 1 should include:

Outline of Project Plan to include
1. Summary of your proposal for the commission (max 100 words)
2. Early stage visualisations or technical drawings
3. Project Plan: outline your concept and how you will approach the commission (max 700 words)
4. Outline how you feel this proposal will enhance the public space and Opera Project (max 150 words)
5. An indication of budget breakdown (material / fabrication quotes where necessary)

Essential Supporting Material
•• Examples of up to seven previous projects or works. Include images, dates and locations
•• Artist CV
Stage 1 applications must be made through the online portal at operasquarecommission.submit.com
Closing date for Stage 1 submissions is 4pm on Friday 15th of July 2022.

Please note:
Stage 1 is open to artists at all stages of career.
Artists with extensive experience in public art may request to be shortlisted based on the merit of
previous work and a Basic Outline Project Plan that includes 1. Summary of Proposal and 2. Early stage
visualisations only at Stage 1. Should they wish, they are not required to provide a Project Plan: outline of
concept, approach, budget (3, 4, 5 above). Artists will need to provide at least three examples of completed
projects of a similar scale to the Opera Commission (outdoor, permanent works with budgets higher than
€75,000) to be considered for Stage 2 without providing a full Project Plan.
Applications from artists without extensive experience working in public art will be considered for Stage 2
by the selection panel based on the merit of their Outline of Project Plan. The artist must be able to
demonstrate a professional approach and the viability of their project within their project plan and that they
will include consultation with experts on the design, fabrication or structural integrity where appropriate.
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Stage 1 Selection Criteria:
The selection process will adhere to public art commissioning guidelines. The proposals will be marked with
the following criteria:
•• Artistic merit, visual distinctiveness and ambition of the proposed artwork (20/100)
•• Proposed artwork will contribute to a sense of place for the public for generations to come
(20/100)
•• Proposed artwork will contribute to the architecture and landscape design features of the Opera
Project (10/100)
•• Consideration of environmental values in process and/or materials (5/100)
•• Durability and implications for future maintenance (5/100)
•• Your ability to manage the project demonstrated by: (40/100)
»» Quality of previous work and experience managing commissions of a similar scale and
works in the public realm
and / or
»» Project plan shows clear evidence of the ability to deliver the project within budget and
timeframe
The shortlisted proposals will be the ones awarded the highest marks across all criteria by the Selection Panel.
The Selection Panel expects to meet and make their decision by August 2022.

Please note:
If a high volume of submissions is received, a Preliminary Review Panel will be convened to evaluate the
feasibility of each proposal before progressing for review by the Selection Panel. The Preliminary Review
Panel will include a representative from Limerick Twenty Thirty, a Professional Artist and VAI.
The Preliminary Review Panel will evaluate submissions for feasibility ONLY. A feasible proposal will be one
that scores a minimum criteria score of 30 against the Stage 1 Selection Criteria:
•• Your ability to manage the project demonstrated by: (40/100)
»» Quality of previous work and experience managing commissions of a similar scale and
works in the public realm
and / or
»» Project plan shows clear evidence of the ability to deliver the project within budget and
timeframe
The Selection Panel will then evaluate the qualifying submissions against the full Stage 1 Selection Criteria
and choose a shortlist of up to five proposals. Shortlisted artists will be invited to make a more detailed
Stage 2 proposal. Following receipt of second stage proposals, the Selection Panel will make a final decision.
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Stage 2 Applications
Artists shortlisted for Stage 2 will be provided with a Stage 2 Brief that will include notes from the selection
panel and any additional information necessary to prepare detailed proposals.
Stage 2 proposals / project plan will need to include:
•• Visual representation of the proposed work in the context of the location (using maquettes,
drawings, computer generated images or photographs).
•• Detailed description of the artwork.
•• A detailed explanation of the proposed materials for the artwork and its dimensions (scaled
drawings, etc.).
•• Details of the technical specifications, location, construction, structural and installation process
for the artwork, including details about any subcontractors who will be involved in fabrication.
The names and professional qualifications of all personnel to be engaged as part of the artist’s
team should be included.
•• Details of any ground preparation, foundation works or heavy equipment that will require coordination with the Project Contractors or Design Team.
•• A detailed budget breakdown for the project including quotes.
•• A proposed timeline to the point of installation.

Stage 2 Selection Criteria:
The selection process will adhere to public art commissioning guidelines. The proposals will be marked with
the following criteria:
•• Proposed artwork will significantly contribute to a sense of place for the public for generations to
come (25/100)
•• Proposal demonstrates clarity and ambition (15/100)
•• Proposed artwork will contribute to the architecture, landscape design and lighting design
features of the Opera Project (15/100)
•• Consideration of environmental values in process and/or materials (10/100)
•• Durability and implications for future maintenance (15/100)
•• Stage 2 project plan and timeline shows clear detail and evidence of the ability to deliver the
project within budget and timeframe (20/100)
The successful proposal will be the one awarded the highest marks.
The selection panel expects to meet and make their decision by the end of September 2022.
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Selection Panel
The selection panel at Stage 1 and Stage 2 will consist of:
•• Representative from Limerick Twenty Thirty
•• Representative from Limerick City & County Council
•• Representative from Project Design Team - Senior Architect / Landscape Architect
•• Independent Professional Artist
•• Independent Curator
Visual Artists Ireland will be impartial administrators of the Selection Panel meetings. VAI will not have a
deciding vote.

Information Session
Artists will have the opportunity to attend an online Information Session on 22nd of June at 2pm. We will be
joined by project managers for Limerick Twenty Thirty and representatives from the Opera Project Design
Team who will be available to answer questions.
Please register to attend the Information Session online here: visualartists.ie
Attending the Information Session is not a requirement; queries can also be submitted by email.

Timeline
The Central Plaza is due for completion in 2024. It is expected the commission will be installed prior to Project
Completion on site. A proposed timeline will be agreed with the commissioners and the artist prior to
signing of contracts.
•• Information Session: 22 June, 2pm
•• Stage 1 Application deadline: 15 July, 4pm
•• Stage 2 Application deadline: September
•• Contracts signed: October 2022
•• Installation on site: Q1 2024, to be agreed with artist and Design Team

Queries
If any additional information is required in relation to the commission, development or technical
specifications of the site, please contact Shelly McDonnell (VAI) only.
All queries can be sent by email to info@visualartists.ie or call 01 672 9499.
Closing date for queries 12 July at 5pm.
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Appendix 1: Terms & Conditions
Insurance
The artist will be responsible for insurance of the artwork until it is installed on site. The Commissioner shall
be responsible for insurance of the artwork after installation is complete. The artist will require Public liability
Insurance and Employers Liability Insurance for any sub-contractors engaged by the artist and assisting with
the installation of the work on site.
Copyright
All applications must contain a statement that the proposed design is of the sole creation of the artist and
that no other person has or will have any legal call on the work. Copyright for the work proposed will remain
at all times with the artist.
Health & Safety
All work shall be carried out in line with the requirements of the Safety, Health and Welfare at Work Act (Nr.10
of 2005), supporting regulations, codes of practice and any industry best practice associated with the works
being undertaken.
Contract
Prior to the commencement of work or payments, a contract must be agreed and signed by the artist and
the commissioner. A contract will be drafted to include all timeline, payment schedule, copyright and
insurance details.
Procurement
The selection panel, whose decision is final, has the right to clarify any issue that may arise during the course
of the selection. Limerick Twenty Thirty reserves the right not to award the commission if none of the
proposals received at Stage 2 meet the minimum qualifying mark of 80/100 and in this instance reserve the
right to pursue another procurement process.
Privacy Policy
Information and data collected in the course of this procurement process will be treated in accordance with
the Limerick Twenty Thirty DAC Privacy Policy https://limerick2030.ie/privacy-centre/
Submissions
Stage 1 applications will be accepted by email only. Posted applications will not be accepted. Late
applications will not be accepted. Stage 1 applications will be kept for six months for the purpose of
documenting the selection process and ensuring transparency of the selection process. Stage 1 proposals,
including designs, will be deleted after six months.
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Appendix 2: CGI’s

Entering Plaza from Michael’s Street

Approach to Plaza from Michael’s Street
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Entering Plaza from Rutland Street

Approach to Plaza from Rutland Street
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View of Plaza Looking North

View of Plaza Looking South
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View of Plaza on Exiting Library

View of Plaza from Level 01 of Library
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View of Plaza and Library

View of Plaza and Library
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View of Bank Place

View into Plaza from Rutland Street
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Opera Square - Project Overview
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The identification of usable event spaces within the Central Plaza: Focal Point 1

The identification of usable event spaces within the Central Plaza: Focal Point 2
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Appendix 3: Link to Technical Documents and Files
Further technical information is provided and available to download from this Google Drive link.
The contents of the folder include:

1. Opera Square CGI’s

2. Opera Square Central Plaza Information Pack
Document prepared by Henry J. Lyons Architects

3. Opera Square Landscape Design for Artist’s Brief
Document prepared by Mitchell’s & Associates Landscape Designers

4. One Opera Square Brochure
Document prepared by Limerick Twenty Thirty

5. LKTT-Vision Brochure 2021
Document prepared by Limerick Twenty Thirty

6. LANDSCAPE_MASTERPLAN REV-C DRAFT
Site plan, technical drawing

7. LANDSCAPE_MASTERPLAN A0 Size
Site plan, technical drawing
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